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PART I: THE U.S. POPuLATION DYNAMICS RESEARCH PROORAM 

RESPON3IBILITY OF THE INPFC 

Since 1954, at the request of Japan and the U.S., the International 

North Pacific Fisheries Commission (INPFC) has conducted a study of 
y 

southeastern Bering Sea king crab stocks. This study was initiated in 

accordance with the provi3ions of Articles III (l)(c)(i) and (ii) of the 

Convention. 

Subsequently, the U.S. entered into separate bilateral Agreements with 

Japan and the Soviet Union pertaining to this king crab resource. The 

Agreement with Japan proYides that the DTPFC be asked to continue and 

intensify the study of the resource. The role of the INPFC in determining 

necessary joint conservation measures is well defined by the Resolution on 

King Crab adopted at the Fourth Plenary Session of the 14th Annual Meeting. 

Tne Agreement with the Soviet Union ~rovides that both Governments will 

continue and intensify their studies on the king crab resource of the 

southeastern Bering Sea. 

To fulfill these obligations, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (BCF) 

has initiated a research program involving periodic trawl surveysas well 

as the release and recapture of large numbers of tagged male king crao. 

y Three species of crab are taken com~ercially in the southeastern 
Bering Sea: (1) the king crab (Paralithoies camtschatica) taken mainly 
in Bristol Bay east of 167° W. longi.tude; (2) the blue king crab 
(f ._ platypu~_) taken mainly around the Pribilof Islands west of 167° W. 
longitude; ar,d (3) the tanne1· crab (chionoecetes sp.). The two species 
of king crab are presently treated as one when quota considerations are 
involved, while tanner c:rab are excLlded. In this report the term "stock" 
will refer to :king crab fe,und in Bristol Bay east of 167° W. longitude. 



This work has provided valuable information on population size, growth, 

recruitment, and other factors relating to stock condition. In carrying 

out its research, the U.S. must rely on Japan and the U.S.S.R. to provide 

certain information pertaining to their commercial fishing operations and 

scientific data collected by research vessels of the two nations. 

Accordingly, a formal request for data, Part II of this Document, has been 

prepared. 
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Since collection and compilation of the requested data will require 

substantial effort, it is pertinent to indicate how they will be t:_S::~ to 

achieve our research goals, particularly if comparable data are n~t 

available from both nations. In this discussion the main features of 

the U.S. research program will first be outlined, with emphasis on 

those aspects of the program that bear most directly on the problem 

of assessing stock _condition. Next: it will be shown that the requesteddata 

are vital to the success of our program, even if availabie from 

only one nation. 

BASIC RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Recent BCF research in the southeastern Bering Sea has been similar 

in method and purpose to earlier research conducted in the late 1950's. 

Trawl surveys are made on a predetennined grid of sampling stations 

spaced at 20-mile intervals over the area occupied by king crab. Crab 

captured at each station are sexed, measured~ classified according to 

shell condition and stage of egg development) and the males are tagged. 

Dataare also taken on other species captured (in particular, the tanner 

crab) and on environmental factors. 

The present series of trawl surveys began with a sU1TU:1er survey in 1966. 

No survey was conducted in 1967, but in 1968 two surveys have been made , 

one in the spring, early in the commercial fishing period, and the other 

in the fall at the end of the fishing period. To supplement our m~n 

surveys, in 1966 and 1967 BCF personnel measureJ and tagged incidentally 
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caught king crab aboard Halibut Comnission research vessels engaged in 

surveying halibut stocks in the southeastern Bering Sea. 

The t-,.;o remaining sources of information are the Governments of 

Japan and the U.S.S.R. They provide us with catch, effort, and production 

statistics on their commercial fishing operations as called for under 

existing Agreements. This infonnation is summarized according to time 

of year and geographical area. Tag recovery information is also 

provided. At present, tag recoveries from current tagging studies are 

limited to a few within-year recoveries made by the Japanese in 1966 

near points of release, and to 1967 recoveries from both nations. 

Information from these sources is being used to quantitatively 

study factors that are pertinent in assessing stock condition so that 

rational utilization of the resource will be possible. Included are 

such diverse factors as population size, distribution and migration. 

growth, mortality, and recruitment. These are being studied individually 

so that they can be combined into a quantitative model that will be 

suitable for studying king crab population dynamics. Our research 

program will be outlined :in some detail so that when data requirements 

are discussed, requests for specific types of data can be related to 

specific research objectives. 

Individual Factors 

We are making population est:iJJ13tes using two entirely different 

m~thods. One method, utilizing trawl survey d?.ta, is based on the 

assumption that crab density encountere<l at a trawl station :in the center 

of a 400 sq. -mi. square is representative of crab density throughout the 
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square. Cb this assumption, a population estimate is made fo-..· each 

square, and these are stmDr.cd to arrive at ~1 esti-nate of total population 

size. The estimating equation is 

A 

where N = Estimated total population, 

N. = Estirr.ated population in 400 sq. -mi. square around the i th station, 
]. 

Ai = Area trawled at i th station, 

C. = Ni.lll1ber of crab captured at i th station, 
]. 

and the summa.tio:i extends over n static::1S covering the entire area 

populated by king cr&b. To estimate variances so that confidence 

intervals can be established, we make use of data from a series of 32 

trawls made in one w~ll-po?ulated square during an 8-day period in 1966, 

assuming that the estimated coefficient of variation (the standard 

deviation divided by the rr.ean) £er this square applies to all other 

squares. Since all crab captured in our trawl surveys are measured 

and sexed, population estimates can be made acco~ding to size and sex 

categories. For instance, for the 1966 stmmer survey and the 1968 

spring survey, we have estimated the follo~ving populatio:is: all crab 

combined, all males, legal sized males, sublegal sized males, males by 

10 nun. size gro..ips, all females, ma~.:ure females, and inmature females. 

The second method of population estimation is based on the proportion 

of tagged crab included i7l t:!'le comm~rcial catch. After the data have 
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been adjusted to take account of growth between times of release and 

recovery, the presence of sublegal sizoo tagged crab in the population, 

and ether pertinent factors, population estimates are made by the 

Petersen method and confidence intervals are established. Given the 

size djstribution of male crab taken by the fishery, population estimates 

can be calculated according to size categories, but no female population 

esti.rna.tes are possible sine~ females are not tagged. We have estimated 

the 1966 population using 1967 Japanese recoveries of comnercial males. 

~~en 1968 tag recoveries are reported we will make another estimate of 

the 1956 population, and we will also estimate the 1967 population using 

recoveries from tagging carried out aboard the Halibut Commission vessel. 

We will also attempt to estimate the population at the time of the 1968 

spring survey using within-season tag recoveries, but this estimate may 

be of limited value due to the proximity of release and recovery dates. 

By comparing trawl estimates with corresponding mark-and-recapture 

estimates, both ·mcthcxls will be critically evaluated, so that we will 

b~ able to irr.p-:-ove our population estimation techniques in the future._ 

Al.so, by combining our population estimates with catch per unit of 

effort data, w~ will derive a relationship between the two tjlat will 

enable us in the future to estimate abundance using only catch per 

unit effort data. 

We are also investigating th~ distribution anG migration of king 

crab in the southeastern Bering Sea. A good deal of infonnation 

on this . subject is available from the BCF tagging and trawl 

smpling conducted in the late 1950 1s. T!lis earlier work defined the 

general area of king crab occurrence in the southeastern Bering Sea. 
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It also indicated that the conunercial fishery operates on a single stock, 

except possibly near Unimak Pass, since for all release areas, recoveries 

were made, with few exceptions, in all areas where fishing occurred (Simpson 

and Shippen, 1966). 

In our present studies we are interested in distribution and migration 

insofar as they relate to other aspects of our research. For example, 

in making population estimates by the mark-and-recapture method, it is 

important to know whether crab released in a given location become 

dispersed throughout the entire population within one year after release, 

or whether they take two or more years to completely disperse. 

The growth of crab is another important study area, and here again 

we have good basic information from earlier work. Weber and Miyahara 

(1962) discuss the growth of adult male crab and Weber (1967) provides 

a good picture of juvenile growth. Some important questions still 

remain, however. The probability that a commercial male will molt during 

a given molting season is dependent both on its size and on whether or 

not it molted during the preceding molting season. Since earlier studies 

have not taken both of these factors into account, we are developing a 

very realistic growth model in which the probability of molting is 

related to size 8.t1d also to prior molting behavior. The 1966 tagging 

data and 1967 recovery data are used to estimate the various parameters 

that are required. 

We are also concerned with the possibility that growth parameters 

- may have ckL1ged as a result of the great intensification of fishing effort 
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in the 1960's. For this reason we are watching for any changes in growth 

increment per molt or in frequency of molt skipping. 

Estimates of mortality rates must also be made. These will be 

compared to estimates made by Hirschhorn (1966) that apply to the pre

expansion period of the late 1950's. Hirschhorn developed a model in 

which natural mortality_co~fficients and catchability coefficients 
I 

. appear as parameters. He then 

estimated these paraJJ].eters using a surface fitting procedure developed 

by Gales (1964). He found that natural mortality on small male crab 

was low, but that it increased quite rapidly as the crab grew, reaching 

a relatively high level at about the size where molt skipping becomes 

the rule rather than the exception. Catchability coefficients also 

increased with size, probably reflecting the gradual rec1uitment of 

crab into the fishery. We will apply Hirschhorn's method to current 

data so that a direct comparison of conditions during the two phases of 

the fishery will be possible, even if the estimates themselves are not 

entirely accurate. 

Mortality rates will also be estimated by a simple and direct 

method that involves use of the population estimates discussed earlier. 

then population size at two points in time is known, as well as the 

ntnnber of crab removed by fishing during the intervening period, both 

natural mortality and fishing mortality can readily be determined. 

Then, using effort data, catchability coefficient estimates can be 

calculated from estimates of fishing mortality. Since population estimates 



are made for indiviciual size classes, and assuming that representative 

size frequency samples from: the commercial catch arc available, then 

csttnates of these factors can be made for each size class. 
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Recruitment is another important factor _. Since the average growth 

increment per molt is kno"\'1!1, and since the population in any size group 

can be estm.ated, either recndtment during the preceding molting season 

or recruitment dur:i.ng the corning molting season can be estimated. 

In estimn.ting past recruitment, adjustments must be made for ·both fishing 

and natural mortality, while in estm.ating future recnlitment anticipated 

natural mortality wili have to be consid~red. 

Two aspects of our recruitmer.t studies are of particular interest: 

(1) the relationship between prerecruit abundance and subsequent 

abur1dance in the fishery; ar.d (2) annual va"i"iation in recru:;..tment. If 

natural mort1lity of prerecruit crab is relatively constant from year 

to year, then the relationship between prerecruit abundance and 

suosequent ab'..l.Ildance in the fishery can be determined and will be 

extremely valuable for predictive purposes. Since knowledge of variation 

in annual recruitment will play a basic role in planning the rational 

utilization of th~ king crab resource, it is important to estimate ti1e 

strength of each year class. 

A Model of King Crab Population Dynamics 

The ingredier.ts neeied to asse~s the condition of the southeastern 

Bering Sea king crab stock have been discussed individually. How will 
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they be co~bined to evaluate possible strategies for optinun utilization 

of the resource? 

Before answering this question, some earlier work should be mentioned. 

Hirschhorn (1966) developed a model to study biomass relationships and 

conclu<l~d that a given unit of recruitment achieves its maximum bianass 

at a carapace length of about 160 rrrn. Greenough (1966) extended 

Hirschhorn's work by developing a Ricker type of sustained yield model 

(Ricker, 1958; Pauli!( and Bayliff, 1967) for the southeastern Bering 

Sea king crab fishery. Using t!1is model it was concluded that if the 

minimum legal size were to be increased, i:::hen the average size of crab 

taken corrmercially h'Culd also be increased (asswning the new size limit 

would effectively protect sublegal crab). A second conclusion was that 

catch per unit of effort could be increased considerably by reducing 

effort, with only a small decrease in productivity. Both of these 

med.els are based on data from the late 1950's, and although the con

clusions reached r.iay still be valid, there is a definite need for a 

more sophisticated model Lased on current data. 

In developing a model that is more suited to study of king crab 

population dynamics, we are adoptinf. the basic idea underlying the Ricker 

type of su.:;tained yield mcxlel. This is the idea of dividinp an animal's 

life into a rrumber of short periods and then, for each pericxl, dctennining 

growth ~nd mortality rates. The fate of a given UI,it of recruitment is 

then followed by applying these rates through successive periods, keeping 

track o: biomass at the end of each p~ricxl as well as cumulative yield 

from the unit of Yecruitrnent. By systerr.atically observing the effect of 



varying the amount of fishing effort and its distribution in time, a 

rational fishing strategy can be empirically detennined. 
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This approach is ideally suited to the study of fisheries in which 

parameters of gro,\"th, natural mortality, and fishing mortality vary 

seasonally or with age. In the case of the king crab, natural mortality 

and fishing mortality both var/ with size,, and so does growth,. since 

- the frequency of molt skipping increases as crab get larger. Seasonal 

variations are also characteristic of the fishery. Moltinp. takes place 

in the spring, and fishing is presently confined to the late spring, 

Sl.lTITTiler, and early fall. Natural mortality may vary seasonally, possibly 

being greater during the molting p~riod. 

These considerations suggest that the basic Ricker model might be 

well suited to a king crab study. Unfortunately, however, there is an 

important drawback. The basic Ricker model does not aEow a realistic 

treatment of king crab growth because of the assu.'Tlption that an average 

sized individual of any given age is reasonably representative of all 

individuals of th~t age. TI1is is a sound assumption for most fish 

stocks, but in t11c case of kbg crab, where during a spring molting 

period a certajn fraction of the crab of a given size molt and the 

remainder s}:ip, it is obvious that the m2an size after molting is not 

rep~esentative of either component. Furthennore, since catchability 

coefficients are variabl,], the si:::.e st1ucture of a given unit of 

recruibnent, even if expressed in terms of relative frequencies, depends 

upon prior fishing effort. This n:;ans t h.:it no single set of age 

:·clatzd ra::es can oe defined t h:lt ,-; ill a9ply for all patterns of 

exploitation. For these reasons the tasic Ricker approach must be 



elaborated upon to take into account the peculiarities of crustacean 

growth. 
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We are developing an extension of tr.e basic Ricker model that 

incorporate:; certain fe=1tures r..eedeci for king crab work.Y To begin 

with, three categories of crab are rer.ognized: (1) crah that rave 

molted during the most recent molting 5eason: (2) crab that have skipped 

during the most recent molting season, and (3) crab that 118.ve skipped 

during the t\~o most recent molting seasons. 1ne number of crab of 

each size falling into each category is followed separately in the 

model, and for all of these category-size combinatior..s input paran1eters 

define the fraction 0£ crab molting during any 6iven molti~g se~son. 

A distinction is also made between crab that are rnolt:ing and those that 

are not molting when defining input parameters relating to mtural and 

fishing mortality. Anothe.:- aspect ·of king crab growth that ~s account~d 

for in the model is the gradual filling of -::he new shell ¥.ith meat over 

a two or three month period after molting. 

In a sense this more elaborate model, with its extended tream.ent 

of growth, is two dimensional i."! that it keeps track of organisms in 

tenns of both size and time, whereas. the basic Ricker roodel is one 

dimensional because of the as::;t.nnption that all individuals at R given 

time can be treated as tho1Jgh tney were of average fizc. C-:>inz, one 

step further, the distinction ~tween various types of crab could be 

interpreted as a third dimension in the model. 

Y This model wiil be applicabl e t o uny king crab stock, not just 
the southeastern Berir1? Sea stock. ror any particular stock , ·it ,.ill 
be neces:;ary to estimate pcr . .-ameters of g:rnwtlt, mortality, and 1·ec1uitment 
in order to use the model. 
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This extended model is being fonnulated as a computer program with 

several output options. Probably the most important use of the model will 

be in studying various strategies for exploitation of the resource on a 

sustained yield basis. If the yield from one unit of recruitment for 

a particular fishing strategy is dctennined for each year that it is 

subject to exploitation, this infonnation can be used to estimate total 

anr,ual yield, even if recruitment (assumed to be known) varies from 

year to year. The rel~tionship used in making the estimate is 

/Total yield) ~ ;Yield from a unit of - .. Number of units 
i during any ; = L : recruitment during its , . of recruitment 
L_given year _J i=O ~ i th year in the fishery~ i years ago 

where the summation extends over the numGer of years that a tmit of recruit

ment is subject to exploitation. This provision for treatment of variable 

ai--ir..ual recruitment represents a further extension of the basic Ricker 

approach. 

The model will also be useful in interpreting length frequency data 

since it will provide for output of length frequency distributions for 

any combination of input parameters. These can then be compared to 

length frequency distributions based on samples taken in the field. 

Development of this model will certainly be of benefit in planning 

the general direction of future research programs, since the very process 

of creating, testing, and using the model will serve to focus attention 

on areas where further lmowledge is needed. 
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Ecological Factors 

In the preceding discussion, no explicit mention has been made of 

ecological factors. Implicitly, however, they have been taken into 

account. In studying population dynamics, i~ is reasonable to look upon 

parameters of recruitment, growth, and natural mortality as representing 

the net effect of the multitude of ecological factors that interact to 

produce a stock of a given size at a given time. When we have a better 
-

understanding of these factors it may be possible to elaborate our model, 

or to develop a new model, in order to treat them explicitly. 

An important goal is to identify and quantitatively evaluate 

mortality factors during all life history stages. For example, we are 

initiating a study of the effects of ocean currents on larval distribution, 

abundance, and survival. A closely related research goal, and one that 

definitely will involve study of specific ecological factors, is to 

achieve an understanding of the relationship between stock fecundity and 

subsequent recruitment. A long term study will be required to clarify 

this relationship, since abundance estimates at various developmental 

stages will be needed for a number of year classes. Interspecies 

relationships are also of great interest, particularly those that may 

exist between king crab and tanner crab. 

DATA REQUIREvlENTS 

It is clear that a great deal of data will be needed in order to 

achieve the objectives just outlined. These needs have been reflected 
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in past data requests made to the Japanese and Soviets calling for very 

detailed information on all aspects of their crab fishery in the 

southeastern Bering Sea. Realizing the difficulty involved in collecting 

some types of data, we are limiting our present request to only those 

items that are absolutely essential to successful completion of our 

research program. 

Data on Com.~ercial Crab Fishing Operations 

The informatiol·l that ,~e are requesting from the Japanese and Soviets 

on their conmercial fishing operations in the southeastern Bering Sea 

includes summaries of catc~1, effort, and pro<luction <lata for all crau 

fishing operations, detailed catch and effort data from net-picking 

boats, size frequency samples of the catch, and tag recovery information. 

The catch, effort, and production sLunmaries are nee<led for several 

reasons. Besides giving a good picture of the seasonal distribution of 

fishing effort in the southeastern Bering_ Sea, this infonnation enables 

us to keep track of such key indicators of stock condition as catch per 

unit of effort, which is related to crab abundance, and ru.nnber of crab 

per case, which reflects the size of crab taken in the corrnnercial catch. 

~tore specifically, knowledge of nurnb_ers caught is a basic requirement 

for estimation of population size from tag recovery data, and also for 

estimation of mortality rates from population estimates at two points 

in time. Effort data are needed in estimating natural mortality rates 

and catchability coefficients by Hirschhorn's method, and also for 

converting catchability coefficients to fishing mortality rates and 

Vice-versa. Production data will provide infonnation on meat recovery 

rates for incorporation into the model that we are developing. 
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Prevfously we have requested infonnation summarizing commercial 

operations on a daily basis. Neither the Japanese nor the Soviets have 

provided us with such detailed data. Instead, the Japanese have 

summarized fishing activities by 10-:day peri~s within rectan~lar 

areas one degree of longitude in width and one degree of latitude 1n 

length, while Soviet summaries have been by rronth for strips that are 

one degree of longitude in width. Our current request calls for 
-

sUJTDTiaries by 10-day p~riods for approximately square areas with one 

degree of longitude by 30 minutes of latitude sides. Separate summaries 

are requested for each factory ship fleet, rather than for all fleets 

combined as has been the practice in the past. Stmmaries should 

include all items specified in Part II of this report. Infonnation 

on king crab and tanner crab should be reported separately. 

We are requesting samples of individual fishing efforts for two 

important reasons. 

First, in the case of tangle nets, we must establish the relationship 

between a tan and tan day (one tan of gear fishing for one day). Tangle 

net gear probably becomes less efficient as soaking time increases, with 

the rate of loss of efficiency being related in some way to crab 

density. A similar problem exists for pots. Information on Lldividual 

fishing efforts will enable us to detennine the relationship ben,·een 

gear efficiency, soakinf, time, and crab density. Since Japanese and 

Soviet gear may differ in efficiency, relationships will have to be 

determined separately for each nation. lvben this has been done, they 

will be used to convert reported effort into standard units of effort, 



thus enabling a more accurate detcrminat.:on =-Jf fishing intensi:y tha..i. 

is presently possible. 

Second, we must be able to esti~ate the number of sublcgal male 

crab and t~e number of female crab ~aken by the commercial iishcry. 

It is possible, especially in the case of t~~gle nets, that ~~bstantial 

IU.IInb~rs of these noncommercial cr.'.lb fail to sm"'Vive the p:-ocess of 

being captured, re~oved from the ge~r, and returned to the sea. If 

large numbers of crab are in.volved, this ~uld h2.ve :mpcrtant effects 

On potential yield and reproductio:- . but at orc_;cnt ;,.;e :i::ve no idea r-.O•i 

many crab are involved. An estim.:..te cf tl1e sublcg::l ir.::!~s catc11 is 21.sc 

needed in order to make populatic7. zsti:-.::.:e3 :1"ts,~ci .:1~ tc.g recwer-:.es. 

In the past, recoveries of tagged ~ .1'.Jlega2. :7..al2s :-i::1• ~ ?Jr: e;1 ::.·2:'.'"'. .,:-t23 , 

but we have not been able to w.ake mt1ch use c: :his ,.13.ta be:::ause :-re !.ad: 

infonnation on the to-::al sublegal mals catc:~. 
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In the past we have asked fo-:: t..1:c sc::1-d . ..:-;.;; ti;;,;; o.: c'.-e7:y s::·.-..:.:1 ; c.:: 

gear fished ar..d also for a daily cm.n1t of ii-:c:i.dcnt:i.lly --,D t~i.-cd '.':-:.:tle~al 

males and females: but we have never recei'/s:i a:..y cf these data. Si;-.~;:; 

we can obtain the infonnation that we teed from adequ.a te S8.:-:pl .:s, au. 

• present request calls for much less data coll~cticn. Specifica :1y, ·.,;c 

are requesting that a sample consisti;ig of fi:re t:.ns cf gea--r- l:e ~ake:: 

every other day from one gear picking boat per £actor,· shi~ fleet. I~ 

the case of the pot fishery, five pots sho~ld S{! sa::.pled every -'.l::he-:- d.3.y. 

For each sample all of the infomation outli.r_:::-~-; in ?a-:t II c£ this ;:-:;,-;01"t 

should be recorded. 
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Representative samples of the commerci:11 catch are neecied throughout 

the entire season. At least Su crab per day cf eacl1 srccies t3kcn in 

significant numbers should be selected at random aboard eaC!~ f acto:ry sr1ip, 

measured, and classified accorc.ling to shell condition. These Jaily 

samples can be combined for prcscPtation accordinp to 

intervals used in reporting com:ncrcial catch. effort. ar?J prc,,,:uctior: data. 

This inforniaticn is necessary in making porulation esti.;:-- .:-itcs r -.scd on 

tag recovery data, since in order to cstirnate the nur: i ,cr of cnb in a 

given size class, we must knm-. !10 h many craL of t;l:is size arc incluJc<l 

in the colltllercial catch. The data will al sl1 provide infonnation on t he 

relative availability of crab of v.::.rious si:::es tln·c·.1c:>out t: ,-~ season . 

Complete and accurate tag rcccverv J at3_ are needed because they are 

the basis for studies of growth, migration: and pm,ulation est im~,ti0n. 

It is particularly important t;1:1t evE:ry effor:. be m<1.'-l::: tn r c,:o!.·t all 

recoveries since failure to report recoveries cou!J lea.J ~o scriou:=: 

errors in our population estimates. 

Japanese and Soviet Research Data 

In addition to infonnation on cornmerci2l fishin;: operations, 1\·e have 

requesteJ that all data collecte<l by the Japanese anJ th.! Soviets b 

their southeastern Bering Sea crab researc11 progra;ns be made availa1,le. 

These research efforts complement ancl in m.1ny \\-ays resemble our 01v11. 

Trawl sa.i.iples are taken, large nuitbl:rs of crab ;ire me:isureu, ecological 

and oceanographic information is co]lcctcl, an~ so fort;:. It i:=: important 
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to have this infonnation so that comparisons ca:-i be made with our mm 

work. If findings are generally in agrcernent, then conclusions are 

strengthened, but if there are serious discreµ.:mcies, then we ,-.-i.11 lJ10\'1 

that sampling techniques, analytical procedures, and underlying 

assumptions need cGreful reexamination. Japanese and Soviet research 

in areas that we have had to neglect will be es;1ccially vall.Ul.hlc. 

For example, results of carefully designed expcri'1'lcnts to detcr.air.c t he 

effects of net design, crab density, an<l soaking time on gear efficiency 

would be a great help to us b1 stQ~Jardizing data on fishin~ effort. 

Crab Taken Incidentally by Other Fisheries 

Infonnation is requested on the ma.enit~de of the incidental catch 

of king crab and blue king crab, in southeastern Bering Sea fisheries 

directed at other species, so that the effect of this loss on the crab 

stocks can be evaluated. 

GENERAL RE,Li\RKS ON DATA NEEDS 

Since collection of the data that we have requested will er.tail a 

substantial effort on the part of the Japanese and the Soviets, it is 

\I.Orth considering what the value of data from one of the two n.c'1tions will 

be if the second nation does not provide comparable data. The uses to 

which we plan to put the requested data have already been described, and 

it is clear that in ~ost applications valuable results can be obtained 

even if detailed data are :1vailable from only one of ti1e two mt ions. 

In the case of population estimates based on tag recoveries, esti~~tes 

can be readily made using recoveries from one nation provided t hat catch 
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data are available including representative length frequency se.mples 

collected throughout the seas0n. Detailed data on individual ftshing 

efforts woulci. be very valuable even if available from only one of the 

two nations, since, for the nation providing such data, we would be able 

to estimate the n'..unbers of females and sublegal sized males taken in the 

fishery, and to determine relationships for co:-.verting re·.,orted effort 

into standard units of effort. 
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In any research problem as complex as the assessment of king crab 

stock condition in the southeastern Bering Sea, it is impossible to 

anticipate in advance every step in the chain of steps leading ultimately 

to useful answers. Ummticipated problems will arise in the future as 

they have in the past, and data may have to be collected that have not 

been explicitly mentioned in our data requests. Such data, when needed, 

should be made available is possible. However, we believe that the data 

that we are requesting from the Japanese and the Soviets, if they are 

provided in the detail indicated, should be adequate to m-:!et both the 

foreseen needs outlined in this report and r:i.any of the unforeseen needs as 

well. On the other hand, if complete data are not made available, o·.1r 

research program will suffer because: (1) assumptions will have to be made 

that cannot be tested; (2) data will have to be grouped o·rer longer periods 

of time and over larger areas than may be desireble; and (3) it may not 

be possible to study certain important problems at all, for instance the 

problem of standardization of effort. 

The U.S. position with regard to data needs ir.. the southeastern 

Bering Sea is a s,:msible and realistic positi0~1. Japan and the U.S.S.E., 



recognizing this, should take whatever steps are necessary to ensure 

_that high quality dataare made available as requested for the use of 

our scientists in order to ensure that scientifically sustainable 

conclusions can be reached as to the condition of the king crab stock 

in the southeastern Bering Sea. 
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PART II: DATA REQUESTED BY Tllli U.S. FRO'.! JAPAN Al\/D U.S.S.R. 

I. Summaries of catch, effort, and production data from corrrrncrcial 

operations. A separate summary should be given for each factory ship 

fleet. 

A. General information. 

1. Factory ship noon positions. 
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2. Detailed description of types of gear and fishing methods used, 

including gear dimensions and materials used in construction of gE 

B. Catch, effort, a.,,d production su,1marics according to Hi-day 

periods (i.e., thirds of w.onths) and apriroxi,1-.a.tcly square 

areas with sides that arc one degree of lonp,itude by 30 minutes 

of latitude in length (sec Figure 1). 

1. Catch data. 

a. r.:tnnbcr of corrrner;:ial r.iale kint crab landed. 

b. Ntnnber of commercial male blue 1-:ing crab landeJ. 

2. Effort data. Preemptive effort, if any, should be distinguished 

from nonnal fishing effort. 

a. Tans of tangle net or number of pots hauled. 

b. ~lean soaking time of nets or pots. 

c. Catch per tan (or pot) of effort of each species. 

d. Catch per tan day (or pot clay) of effort of each species. 

3. Production data. Give data for each species separately. 

a. Number of crab processed by canning. 

b. Number of cases packed. 

c. Number of crab per case. 

d. Number of crab processeJ by freezing. 

e. Nature and weight of frozen product. 



II. Samples of individual commercial fishing efforts. Five tans of tangle 

net gear should be sampled every second day aboard one picker boat in each 

iactory ship fleet. It is suggested that sampled strings of tangle net be 

returned to the factory ship for analysis. In the case of the pot fishery, 

five pots sho'..lld be sampled every other day. For each sample the following 

data are needed: 

A. Sampling date and location. 

B. Type of gear sampled and soaking time. 

C. Number of commercial sized males of each species captured. 

D. Num~er of sublegal sized males of each species captured. 

E. Number of females of each species captured. 

III. Samples of the commercial catch. A daily sample of at least 50 crab 

sould be collected aboard each factory ship. Samples can be lumped by 

10-day periods (i.e., thirds of months) for reporting p:rrposes. 

A. Data to be collected on each sampled crab: 

1. Species (king crab or blue king crab) • 

2. Carapace length. 

3. Shell condition (1 = soft, very recently molted; 2 = new, 

molted during last molting period; 3 = old, did not 

molt during last molting period; 4 = very old, probably 

did not molt during last two molting periods). 

4. Weight. 

B. To be uresented for each factory ship and each 10-day period: 

.l ... r • 
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1. Length frequency distribution of sampled crab falling u1to 

each species and shell condition category (by 1 mr:1, 

increments). 

2. Weight frequency distribution of sampled crab falling into 

each species and shell condition category (by 25 gram 

increments). 

IV. Tag recovery information, 

A. Tag number (tag should be returned). 

B. Date of recovery. 

C. Location of recovery (l atitude and longitude). 

D. Carapace length in mm. 

E. Carapace width in mm. measured between spines. 

F. Shell condition (see III-A-3 above for categories). 

V. Japanese and Soviet research clata. 

A. Sampling methods. 

1. Detailed description of all types of sampling gear used 

(mesh size, pot dimensions, trawl construction, etc.). 

2. ~letho<l of sampling (distance trawled, stations occupied, 

location and date of sample, units of gear fished, 

soaking time, etc.). 

B. Results of individual sampling efforts. 

1. Nt.nnbers caught. 

2. Sex distribution. 

3. Shell condition data for males. 

4. Data on numbers of eggs an<l degree of ~aturity for fewales. 

5. Length and weight frequency distributions. 



C. Ecological infonnation. 

1. Distribution and abundance of larval and juvenile fonns. 

2. Oceanographic data (temperatures, salinities, currents, 

etc.). 
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3. Other bcnthic forms (species composition, rn.nnbers, weight, 

etc.). 

D. Experimental results. 

1. Comparisons of various fishing techniques (tan~le net, pot, 

am trawl comparisons; soaking time effects; comparisons 

between Japanese and Soviet gear; etc.). 

2. Behavior studies. 

3. Other experimental results. 

E. Any other pertinent research data. 

VI. Incidental catch of crab by fisheries for other species m the 

southeastern BerD1g Sea. 

A. Type of fishery anJ gear involved. 

B. Date and location of incidental capture. 

C. Total ntnnbers captured an<l number captured per unit of effort. 

D. Size and sex distribution of incidentally caught crab. 

VII. Other data as required to meet unforeseen necJs (if available). 
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